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Peppa Pig, George and all their friends off to spend 
the day at Grampy Rabbit’s Dinosaur Park. What an 
adventure! Pre-schoolers will love the five sound buttons 
and singing along to ‘Dinosaur Stomp’. 

Toddlers who love machines will love this fantastic, 
interactive book with flaps and sounds buttons – listen 
out for the revving engine – as they follow tractor 
through a busy day on the farm.

Peppa Pig: stomp and roar!

Chug Chug Tractor 

Two much-loved stories are now available in a chunky 
board book format for toddlers. Easy for little hands to  
look under the tabs and turn the pages. Discover the 
amazing world of diggers, tractors, dump trucks and 
bulldozers in Dig, Dig, Digging. Learn to count to ten 
with Gerald the Giraffe and his animal friends, leaping 
leopards and fine flamingos. 

dig, dig, digging
giraffes Can’t dance
Margaret Mayo
giles andreae

BB 14.99
BB 14.99

This classic Australian ABC book has been reimagined 
for a younger audience. Featuring the stunning original 
illustrations in gatefold pages, each letter features 3 
images to be found in the corresponding picture plate. 
From armadillo to zebra, it’s a mix of search and find, 
word recognition and gorgeous Graeme Base imagery.

My First animalia
graeMe Base hB 19.99

BB 19.99

This classic picture book is now available in a lovely 
gift set with a board book and puzzle blocks. Toddlers 
can make six different scenes from the book with these 
perfectly sized, chunky wooden blocks. A great way to 
introduce children to this wonderful book.

each Peach Pear Plum  
Book and Block set
Janet & alan ahlBerg BB 19.99
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BB 16.99



BaBY & TOddLer

The BabyLit series is laugh-out-loud funny for grown-ups 
and at the same time introduces the classics to toddlers 
through fun, simple text and ideas, accompanied by 
stunning illustrations. These books are fabulous for 
lovers of classics of all ages.

BabyLit Pride and Prejudice: 
Counting Primer Board Book  
and Playset Box
Jennifer adaMs

BB 14.99

ALSO AVAILABLE:  
little Master Conan doyle: Sherlock Holmes in the Hound 
of the Baskervilles: A Sounds Primer, little Master Carroll: 
Jabberwocky: A Nonsense Primer, little Master tolstoy:  
anna Karenina: A Fashion Primer

BB 29.99

Learning the alphabet has never been so much fun! This 
chunky board book features a double page spread for 
each letter. Little fingers can turn over a die cut image of 
the letter to reveal a funky picture underneath. Children 
will learn what each letter sounds and looks like.

alphablock
Christopher franCesChelli BB 19.95

This warm, gentle lullaby by Mem Fox – one of Australia’s 
most-loved picture book writers–and inspired by the 
birth of her grandson, is perfectly paired with Emma 
Quay’s expressive and calming illustrations. Full of 
Fox’s trademark rhythm and rhyme, Baby Bedtime is the 
perfect bedtime story for the very young.

Baby Bedtime
MeM fox & eMMa Quay hB 24.99

Lift the flaps to help Little Penguin on his adventure– 
‘in front of the playful dolphins’ and ‘behind the solemn 
sharks (quietly)’–to find his friend so they can be together 
at last. A beautifully illustrated book of opposites that’s 
perfect for sharing.

up and down
Britta teCKentrup pB 14.99
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Another hilarious and charming picture book from the bestselling author and illustrator, 
Pamela Allen. With her fabulously rhythmic text and bold illustrations children will 
delight in following the (not so) “scary beast because of what he likes to eat”, Fat Ferdie, 
as he hunts down his dinner.

Fat Ferdie paMela allen hB 24.99

sue hendra

One day when lifelong long friends Doug and Trevor are playing in the garden, disaster 
strikes and Doug gets ‘dug up’. Follow Doug on his crazy adventures to get back to his 
friend Trevor in this very funny and brightly illustrated picture book.

doug the Bug hB 19.99

linda sue parK

A fabulously fun, rollicking and rhyming read that encourages friendliness & 
inclusiveness. At first, Xander wishes to only have party-goers who are just like him. 
Slowly, and after much consideration, he broadens his circle and broadens it again until 
all are included in the fun. The magnificent vocabulary makes this perfect for children 
ages 4 and up.

Xander’s Panda Party hB 19.95

Caroline the Crocodile is finding it very hard to share her mother with the new baby, 
who smells funny and takes up all the room on mama’s lap, so she tries to swap him at 
the baby store. Of course she soon realises her baby brother is perfect just the way he is.  
A delightfully humorous story about learning to love a new addition to the family.

The swap Jan orMerod & andrew Joyner hB 24.95
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This little piggy went swimming. This little piggy stayed home. This is an 
action-packed retelling of the traditional nursery rhyme. The gorgeous piggies 
dance, whizz, run and even hula-hoop across the page. Great fun, beautifully 
illustrated and a wonderful introduction to lots of actions and words for babies 
and toddlers.

This Little Piggy Went dancing
Margaret wild & deBorah niland

Two curious curlews experiment with paint and an 
artist’s brush, and the other birds want a splash of colour 
too!  Join the fun and discover how all the birds got their 
unique colours: a splash of red on Brolga’s head and a 
splash of yellow on Bowerbird’s beak and a BIG rainbow 
for Finch! Colour for Curlews is a delightful picture book 
for younger readers.

Colour for Curlews
renee treMl

“May you, my baby, sleep softly at night,” begins the 
beautiful new picture book from Australian Children’s 
Laureate, Alison Lester. Kissed by the Moon celebrates a 
baby’s wonder at our beautiful world. Part lullaby, part 
poem and completely gorgeous, this book is destined to 
become an Australian classic. 

kissed by the Moon
alison lester

Ten feisty pirates set out on a high sea adventure.  
One by one they meet misadventure until there is one 
lonely pirate stranded on an island. All is not lost and the 
missing pirates appear again one by one. A fun rhyming 
counting book from ten to one and back again with loads 
of pirate fun.

Ten Little Pirates
MiKe Brownlow & siMon riCKerty

hB 19.99

hB 19.95 hB 19.99

hB 24.99
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Dancers of all ages will bond with the inspirational 
characters in this charming picture book. Young Isabelle 
wants to be a ballerina and starts lessons at Miss Sylvie’s 
dance studio. As the years pass we see her develop as 
a dancer and realise her dreams. We also see life turn 
full circle in this lovely celebration of the relationship 
between a young girl and her ballet teacher.

The dance Teacher

Esther has caught a glimpse of a rainbow peeking out  
from under her chair but all of a sudden it was gone in 
a flash! All Esther wants is to find her rainbow again. 
One by one she follows the colours using her senses till 
she collects them all and her very own rainbow appears, 
Esther’s Rainbow!

esther’s rainbow 

KiM Kane  
& sara aCton

Clementine is an exuberant pup who just wants to go 
for a walk, but everyone is too busy to take her. Will she 
get to go for a walk on this lovely sunny day? With fun, 
bouncing, rhyming text and lively illustrations this is a 
fabulous read-aloud for all dog loving littlies.

Clementine’s Walk

Penny Dale has tapped into the minds of many a young 
child with Dinosaur Zoom, combining dinosaurs, vehicles 
and onomatopoeia to create this fun-filled picture book. 
New to paperback, this is the story of many-coloured 
dinosaurs rushing to the scene of a surprise birthday 
party. Also available in hardback is Penny’s new book,  
Dinosaur Rescue.

dinosaur Zoom
dinosaur rescue

hB 24.99
annie white
hB 24.95

siMon Milne &
 Chantal stewart

hB 24.99
penny dale

pB 14.99

hB 24.99
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In Apartment 4B, perfectly perched, 
is Harold the parrot. Harold can 
imitate any sound he hears perfectly! 
But he wants to find his own voice. 
“It’s got to be somewhere!” He says. 
Taking a deep breath he... “RAWK!” 
His squawk was heard from miles 
away and all the other parrots come 
to meet Harold and his new voice!

Harold Finds a Voice 
Courtney diCMas

“Nothing exciting ever happens to 
me!” she says with her eyes closed. 
Little does she know that flying 
pigs, a cuddly gorilla and a roaring 
lion are all following her! A cleverly 
illustrated tale of missing what’s 
around you by not looking and by 
not taking notice.

never ever
Jo eMpson

Bleika has a beautiful big round ball 
that is all hers – sharing is not an 
option! But what happens when she 
notices that the ball looks different? 
Bleika’s friends come to the rescue 
and she realises that sharing is 
great! Now Bleika and all her friends 
share their toys, especially Bleika’s 
big red ball!

it’s not Yours,  
it’s Mine!
susanna Moores

Can you believe this book is 40 years young, and still as 
popular as ever! A beautiful anniversary edition with very 
cleverly placed die-cut holes will have you being asked to 
read this one out loud over and over and over again.

There Was an Old Lady  
40th anniversary edition

paM adaMs
hB 18.95

A beautiful new edition of this timeless classic 
accompanied by a wonderful audio recording, read by 
Debra Messing that really brings the story to life.  A 
story of friendship, the joys of helping and, of course, a 
wonderful recipe for tasty bread! Join the little red hen, 
rooster and mouse in discovering that friendship has 
never tasted so sweet!

The Little red Hen
Mary finCh

pB+Cd 14.99

pB 12.95 pB 12.95pB 12.95
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What is a crocodile doing in the story of The Ugly Duckling? How did he get in there and 
how is he going to get out? More importantly, what kind of mischief will he get up to 
while he is there? This is a wonderfully interactive picture book that will totally engage 
children while they find the answers to these questions.

Open Very Carefully

niCK BroMley  
& niCola o’Byrne

pB 14.99

This granny is definitely not your average granny. She has a magical solution to 
everything from cleaning up the rabbit poo to making a birthday cake, but unfortunately,  
her ‘Helpful Kit’ of spells doesn’t always work out the way it’s meant to! Great rhyming 
fun and wonderfully vibrant illustrations make this the perfect read-aloud for all grannys 
to share with their grandchildren.

Whizz Pop granny stop!

traCey Corderoy  
& Joe Berger

pB 13.99

Noah Dreary has plenty to complain about. One day he complains so much that his head 
falls off! This is a hilarious, tongue-in-cheek story about learning to appreciate what you 
have and what’s important, about resilience and positivity. Author and illustrator Aaron 
Blabey continues to prove himself one of Australia’s most talented and unique picture 
book creators.

noah dreary
aaron BlaBey

hB 24.99

When the Owl and Pussycat’s beautiful golden ring is stolen they must leave the 
Bong-tree glade to travel in search of the thief, with their runcible spoon of course. 
A worthy follow-up to the Edward Lear classic that is sure to appeal to Pobbles of all 
ages with its wonderful nonsensical rhymes perfectly matched with Charlotte Voake’s 
whimsical illustrations.

The Further adventures of  
The Owl and the Pussycat

Julia donaldson  
& Charlotte VoaKe

hB 19.99
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The book is a delightful re-imagining of a well-loved tale. Jay’s illustrations are, 
as ever, works of art; her signature crackled pictures enchant the eye. Children 
will also enjoy discovering other fairytale characters and stories playing out in the 
background of Little Red’s adventure!

Little red riding Hood

Katie Cotton 
& alison Jay

pB 14.95

eMMa yarlett

Sidney and Stella are twins, and the best of friends, who love doing everything 
together. There is one thing that they don’t like to do though and that is share.  
When they have a moon-sized problem will they be able to work together to solve 
it? A lovely surprise awaits you at the end.

sidney, stella and the Moon pB 14.99

anna fienBerg,  
BarBara fienBerg  

& KiM gaMBle

Everyone in Tashi’s village knows that the Dragon brings the rain but this year it 
hasn’t come, and the rice is drying out. When Tashi and his cousin, Lotus Blossom, 
meet a tiger with a burnt tail they embark on a quest to set things right even if that 
means helping an angry baby dragon to wake his mother. 

Once Tashi Met a dragon hB 24.99
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stanley the sock Monster  
goes to the Moon

“More than anything Stanley wants to visit the moon–an awfully big dream for 
such a little monster! Fortunately Stanley’s Dad has told him that he can achieve 
anything as long as he puts his mind to it. Now all Stanley needs is a plan…” 

Jedda roBaard
hB 19.95

PiCTure BOOks



Fans of Asterix rejoice. Our favourite pint-sized Gaul and 
his oversized sidekick Obelix are back in a brand new 
adventure. This time they are travelling to Scotland to  
take on those fearsome warriors, the Picts. There’s sure 
to be plenty of fun, action and humour if these two have 
their way!

asterix and the Picts 

Did you ever wonder where your homework went?  
Or your other sock? Maybe you’ve lost the TV remote  
or have an itch that you just can’t reach. This book has  
all the answers. It’s the Mischievians: impish little 
creatures that live in your house and love to wreak havoc 
and cause embarrassment wherever they can. Another 
entertaining, zany picture book from this Academy  
Award-winning author.

The Mischievians

The most darling white hare Ruby Red Shoes is off to 
explore Paris with her Babushka. Ruby wanders the Paris 
markets and gardens, admires French signs and makes 
new friends in Felix and Great Uncle Gaspar. The intricate 
detail and jewel-like colours of Knapp’s illustrations will 
mesmerise child and adult alike.

ruby red shoes goes To Paris
Kate Knapp

Jean-yVes ferri & didier Conrad

williaM JoyCe

hB 19.99

hB 24.99

hB 19.99
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Mr Qwerty is quite sure that no one else thinks the 
way that he does, but who knows what goes on in the 
heads of other people? Strambini’s style is like a cross 
between Colin Thompson, Shaun Tan and Bob Graham. 
The amazing illustrations in this book are black and white 
with just a hint of colour on every page.

The extraordinary Mr Qwerty
Karla straMBini hB 27.95



The Rules of Summer follows the antics and relationship of two boys, as they 
navigate through a range of situations and the repercussions that occur when 
rules are broken. Full of Tan’s trademark fantastical creatures, the mood shifts 
between fear, humour, anger, bleakness, hope, togetherness and delight.  
Another visual masterpiece from one of Australia’s most awarded and well 
respected authors and illustrators which will provoke thought and discussion.

rules of summer
shaun tan

hB 24.99

Join a stowaway on a swash-buckling pirate ship and discover everything about 
pirates and their daily lives. Full of great advice on pirate fashion, equipment and 
weapons, maps and the workings of a pirate ship. Discover the best ways to look 
after your treasure, navigation and pirate skills. Oh, and don’t forget the helpful 
advice on managing your parrot. Great fun!

How Pirates really Work
alan snow
hB 19.99

Rosie is a timid student afraid of making mistakes and being laughed at. By night 
she is a skilled engineer building gadgets and gizmos. When her Great-great-
aunt comes to stay Rosie longs to help her fulfil her dream to fly. Will she succeed 
or fail? Or will she learn the most important lesson of all–“the only true failure 
can come if you quit.”

rosie revere, engineer
andrea Beaty

hB 19.95

Enter the world of Sam and Julia and their wonderful house, Mouse Mansion.   
Discover their secret cubby under the stairs and the treasures they hide 
there.  Join the best friends on their adventure to the theatre, where Sam is 
performing and find out how Julia settles his nerves.  You will be charmed by 
Julia, Sam and the other residents of this amazing house.

Mouse Mansion 2:  
sam and Julia at the Theatre

Karina sChaapMan
hB 24.99
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In the Snow Queen, Gerda must travel through many 
dangers to free her love from a spell cast over him by 
the evil Snow Queen. In The Princess and the Pea, the 
Prince must find the one whose love would be delicate 
like silk around his sensitive heart. Both are enchanting, 
lyrical retellings, featuring the unique and gorgeous 
illustrations of Miss Clara, who has created beautiful 
paper models and scenes and photographed them, 
providing a truly classic feel to the tales. With the 
accompanying CDs they are a lovely package.

The snow Queen &
The Princess and the Pea
retold By sarah lowes hB+Cd 24.99
retold By xanthe greshaM hB+Cd 24.99

Robert Sabuda is the master of paper engineering. 
When you open this amazing pop-up book you will be 
immersed in an underwater wonderland and the classic 
story of The Little Mermaid will come to life before your 
very eyes. Over and over you will marvel at the intricate 
scenes he has created.

The Little Mermaid
roBert saBuda

hB 29.99

Beautifully presented gift editions of these timeless 
classics published with their original illustrations. 
Venture in to the magical world of the locked garden 
hidden from view behind the walls and become 
enchanted with the little prince’s journey from planet to 
planet to unravel the mysteries of life.

franCes hodgson Burnett
antoine de saint-exupÉry

The secret garden  
& The Little Prince

There is a reason that Greek Myths have remained 
popular with children for all these years. They are great 
stories full of adventure, jokes, thrills, love and happy 
endings. This collection of myths magically retold by 
Geraldine McCaughrean contains all the favourites.  
A great gift book to be savoured and shared by children 
and adults alike. 

The Orchard Book of greek Myths
geraldine MCCaughrean
eMMa ChiChester ClarK hB 24.99
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Ben Jink’s hamster, Jasper Stinkybottom, is no ordinary hamster. Stinky is a talking 
hamster with a sense of humour. After a series of local burglaries, Ben and Stinky set out 
to lay a trap for the thieves. Through the ingenious use of a baby monitor, some drawing 
pins and a penguin suit this fast-thinking duo save the day.

stinky and Jinks: My Hamster is a spy
daVe lowe
pB 12.99

Max loves animals but they make his sister sneeze so he sets himself up as a pet sitter. 
Somehow all the jobs he takes on seem to be looking after very unusual pets with even 
stranger owners – like a werepup belonging to an old wizard. Four great stories full of 
bizarre pets and crazy antics. Great value and lots of fun.

The Pet sitter:  
Beware the Werepup and Other stories

Julie syKes
pB 12.99

It is a new school year for Mattie and she has Christmas to prepare for. Will the 
garden vegetables have sprouted in time for Christmas dinner? How can Mattie 
afford to buy presents for everyone and most importantly, will everyone be ready 
for a very special Christmas delivery? A very funny, but realistic portrayal of family 
life in a busy household.

My Funny Family gets Bigger
Chris higgins

pB 12.99

There’s never a dull moment for Lulu Bell, whether it’s camping with 
her cousins on the family farm or helping her friend Molly prepare for 
the Moon Festival. Both books have plenty of fun and excitement as 
well as lots of warmth and lovely family moments. Perfect for younger 
readers ready to tackle their first chapter books.

Lulu Bell and the Cubby Fort &
Lulu Bell and the Moon dragon
Belinda Murrell pB 9.95
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All Ava Anne Appleton’s favourite things start with the letter A, that is until her 
father arrives home with a mobile home called ‘The Adventurer’. Ava doesn’t want 
to leave the comfort of her home but once she meets Zander, and his boat called 
Zephyr, she realises that sometime a change mightn’t be so bad after all. Great fun 
for newly confident readers.

ava anne appleton #1:  
accidental adventurer

wendy harMer
pB 9.99

Weir Do has the misfortune to have the worst name since Mrs. Face called her son 
Bum. To top it off, he has a crazy family and a tendency to say and do embarrassing 
things. Weir may be weird, but he’s also incredibly funny and his misadventures are 
perfectly accompanied by many zany illustrations. A fun read from one of Australia’s 
favourite comics.

Weirdo
anh do

pB 12.99

The fashionable, iconic Hello Kitty now has her own series of early chapter books. 
Join her as she starts her new school and forms the Friendship Club, where she 
learns that the nature of true friendship is about appreciating and enjoying 
everyone’s differences. This is a lovely story for fans of Hello Kitty and also those 
new to the world of this super cute star.

Hello kitty and Friends:  
The Friendship Club 

linda ChapMan
pB 4.99

a Billie B Brown Mystery:  
Code Breaker

“Billie and her friends belong to the secret Mystery Club. They 
have a very funny secret call – cockle doodle do! They find notes 
with codes to crack and Billie is jealous because all her friends can 
crack the codes. i better not tell you what the big surprise at the 
end is. i like being able to read these books all by myself.”

sally rippin pB 9.95
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Back at school there are mysteries 
galore for Alice-Miranda. Is there 
treasure in the woods? Why has Mr. 
Parker disappeared? Also available, 
the 2014 Alice-Miranda Diary, perfect 
for fans of this bestselling series.

alice-Miranda  
shines Bright
JaCQueline harVey pB 15.95

Our favourite beret-wearing dog is 
back. Claude and Sir Bobblysock’s 
trip to the snow begins with 
snowballs and snowmen and comes 
to a climax with an avalanche!

Claude on the slopes
alex t. sMith pB 12.99

Nancy’s predictions have been 
coming true. Maybe she should take 
up fortune telling! However, even 
Nancy can’t foresee the troubles 
she’ll cause! More fancy words and 
misadventures from Nancy and her 
best friend Bree.

Fancy nancy:  
nancy Clancy  
sees the Future
Jane o’Connor hB 14.99

Mortimer Keene has invented a machine that makes 
slime and it is taking over the school! Written in 
rollicking fast-paced rhyme, this is a laugh out loud 
read as the teachers battle the slime; but even they 
can’t stop the school from being closed for two weeks – 
“Hurrah for the slime”. Comes with a recipe for slime for 
all those budding scientists.

Mortimer keene: attack of the slime
tiM healey & Chris Mould pB 12.99

pB 12.99

“i like that this book is about ricky and his 
dad and the things they do together. ricky 
can fly but if anyone sees him he will fall –
PLOP!–to the ground dead! it was really funny 
when he fell out the back of the truck when 
he was trying to show off to a girl.”

don’t Look now 3:  
Hair Cut and Just a nibble
paul Jennings & andrew weldon

JaCoB, AGE 7
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When a family drama occurs, Lucy is sent to the country to be cared for by her 
great-aunt Big. Her boredom and frustration with country life soon turn to 
fascination and wonder as she steps  through magically painted walls into the 
valley. Here she finds new friends and adventures. A delightful, magical Australian 
story showing the value and significance of history and family.

The Four seasons of Lucy Mckenzie
Kirsty Murray

pB 14.99

Bee lives in the travelling carnival, looked after by lonely Pauline after her 
parents die, and the world is in the harsh grip of WWII. But when Bee is left to 
fend for herself, caring for a stray dog and a runt pig, she discovers a sense of 
determination and a bit of old family magic to help her make her own way.   
A beautiful story about finding strength and courage in others and yourself.

The daring escape of  
Beatrice and Peabody

KiMBerley newton fusCo
pB 13.99

Mum is away and Dad is in charge. When Dad heads to the shops to buy some 
milk the fun begins, Dad is beamed up into a spaceship and the green, gobby 
aliens plan to take over earth.  What follows is a fabulous adventure featuring 
a breakfast cereal eating dinosaur, time machines, unicorns, Wumpires and of 
course, the milk.

Fortunately, the Milk...
neil gaiMan & Chris riddell

hB 17.99

extra Time

“Extra Time is a fantastic book which is not only for soccer fans. 
Fourteen-year-old Matt’s legs were badly injured in a car accident 
when he was young. That has not stopped him from playing the 
game he loves. He gets the chance to go to england and play in 
the Premier League and shows everyone how good he is.”

Morris gleitzMan pB 16.99
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Arky Steele has a passion for archaeology and a flair 
for climbing. This comes in handy while he travels the 
world with his archaeologist father in search of valuable 
historical items, hotly pursued by the evil art collector 
Goran Rulec. Join Arky on his thrilling trips to Mongolia 
and Central America. Great for lovers of action, 
adventure, history and geography.

arky steele: The Cursed City
arky steele: guardian of the Tomb
eleanor CooMBe

Strange things were happening in the dead of night. 
Children would put a tooth under their pillow for the 
tooth fairy, but in the morning they would wake up to 
find...a dead slug; a live spider; hundreds of earwigs 
creeping and crawling beneath their pillow. Who or 
what was behind it? Make your appointment with this 
dentist if you dare. From the author hailed as the new 
Roald Dahl. 

demon dentist
daVid walliaMs pB 19.99

Grace is full of spunk despite her tough life as a mudlark 
on the Thames. Things seem to be just as hard when she 
is sent to Australia, the new southern land, for stealing a 
horse. Grace never gives up and along the way she finds 
the one thing missing in her life–friends and family. 
You’ll be cheering for Grace until the very last page!

Our australian girl:  
The grace stories
sofie laguna & luCia MasCiullo hB 24.99

pB 12.99

“This is a selection of short stories, ranging 
from greek myths to space cat-people 
and containing a Percy Jackson story only 
released here! i found it a fun read and it 
will go in my top ten favourite books! Other 
Worlds is a great book that will appeal to 
kids aged 10-15, and even some adults.”

Other Worlds
edited By Jon sCieszKa
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Quinn, AGE 11

pB 14.99



For these four grubby urchins from the Australian 
outback, life is going great – until their father goes 
missing. They quickly find themselves in London 
under the care of a Scrooge-like uncle who’d prefer the 
company of reptiles than children! Can they find their 
father before the Reptilarium gets closed down?  
A feel-good tale of bush kids taking on the world.

The kensington reptilarium
n.J. geMMell

Meet Osbert Brinkhoff, the unlikeliest of avengers. Set in 
the town of Schwartzgarten, Osbert fights vicious villains 
in sinister settings creating gruesomely funny tales 
that are NOT for the faint hearted! Swap your kittens for 
cleavers and read this cleverly written book for girls and 
boys who like the dirtier side of justice.

Osbert the avenger
Christopher williaM hill

pB 16.95

pB 14.99

Oriele has been brought up by birds and dressed in 
clothes made of spun spider’s silk. Her voice is melodic 
and bird-like and in her twelve years she has never met 
another human, but with her beloved wishbird nearing 
death she must seek the help of the King of Soulless. 
A fantasy, fairy tale full of vivid imagery well suited to 
readers of 10 years and over.

The Wishbird
gaBrielle wang pB 14.99
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pB 16.95

“Life is tough as a superhero and it is even 
tougher when your parents are super-villains. 
Joshua dread’s summer is turned upside down 
when he is chosen to attend the school for 
gyfted and Talented, to be trained to be 
part of the greatest superhero team of all 
time. Pursued by the villainous Phineas Vex, 
Joshua discovers that fame is not all that it is 
cracked up to be.”

Joshua dread:
The nameless Hero
lee BaCon

MiddLe 
FiCTiOn

louis, AGE 10 3/4



“This book is amazingly intriguing! i 
loved the part where the family meets the 
Caldwalders. i was desperate to turn the 
page and find a happy ending when Francine, 
Timmy and anna get stuck in the freezing 
snow which was minus 15 degrees! i just could 
nOT put this book down!”

Holiday of a Lifetime: disaster diary
Megan de Kantzow pB 15.99
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When a new family moves in next door, Anna is hoping there will be children to play 
with, but then she discovers they’re witches – Creatures of Magic – with evil Inquisitors 
out to get them and her summer becomes a whole lot more complicated! This is a story 
about friendship despite differences, with a fantastic cast of characters including a coma-
inducing mermaid. A perfect summer read. 

Creature of Magic pB 19.95

The ever-charming DiCamillo has fashioned another glittering gem. When the 
wonderfully precocious Flora resuscitates a dying squirrel he returns to life with 
superpowers! The imperishable squirrel is dubbed Ulysses after the vacuum cleaner 
that almost saw the end of him, and he and Flora soon become the best of friends. 
Campbell’s comic strip-like illustrations complement DiCamillo’s whimsical style to 
perfection. Highly recommended.

Flora ulysses:  
The illuminated adventures

Kate diCaMillo
hB 19.95

In this fantastic, fast-paced quest adventure, four 11-year olds find out that they are 
connected to spirit animals–animals of legend, returned to help conquer the rising evil. 
Together  they must deduce the truth of who is good and evil and decide which side to 
fight with in their quest to save their world. A thrilling story with great characters and 
fabulous beasts–awesome!

spirit animals #1: Wild Born pB 6.50
Brandon Mull

Maree fenton-sMth

MiddLe FiCTiOn

Carla, AGE 10



Can super sleuth Ruby 
Redfort survive being lost 
in the wilderness?  
Will she discover who 
set the wild tigers loose? 
Another great read for 
adventure-loving girls.

It looks like it might snow 
and Tom and Derek have 
their fingers crossed. 
After all what’s more fun 
than snow ball fights and 
building snow roosters? 
Pichon brings Tom to life 
with her hand-written 
diary-style books full of 
her hilarious drawings  
and doodles.

Joe is in big trouble 
AGAIN but this time 
he insists it is not his 
fault – REALLY! Another 
fabulously madcap 
installment in this 
series chronicling the 
misadventures of Eric. 
Kooky fun at its best!

Someone has been 
stealing stone creatures 
from the gardens in 
Peppercorn Valley. 
Fortunately Tan’s 
International Spy Ring is 
on the case! Fans of Truly 
Tan will love this new 
addition to the series.

ruby redfort:  
Catch Your death

Tom gates:  
extra special 
Treats (not)

Truly Tan: 
spooked!

eric Vale:  
Off the rails

lauren Child hB 19.99
liz piChon pB 15.99

MiChael gerard BauerJen storer pB 16.99
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“i want to live in the Treehouse with andy 
and Terry because it has so much cool stuff 
and gadgets. i love the rocket chairs. This is 
my favourite Treehouse book because it keeps 
getting bigger and funnier. it was good that 
Terry was able to draw back everything 
that Professor stupido uninvented. i can’t 
wait for the 52-storey Treehouse!”

Also available The 26-Storey Treehouse and The 
13-Storey Treehouse

The 39-storey Treehouse
andy griffiths & terry denton pB 12.99

pB

aiMee, AGE 9

pB 14.99

MiddLe FiCTiOn neXT in series



Andy really wants to get the Xbox for his birthday that 
his parents have promised him, but the deal is he has to 
write in a journal every day to keep them and his teacher, 
happy. As it turns out, it’s not such a bad thing after all. 
This hilarious book will definitely appeal to boys who tell 
you they don’t like to read. 

Eleven-year-old Stevie has a lot going wrong in her life. 
She longs for a pony but life is tough at home. It gets 
even worse when her brother gets sick and she has to 
visit him in hospital every day. That is until she meets 
Lara, a teenager who loves horses as much as she does. 
This is a tender story of life, dreams and loss that will 
make all who read it grateful for the experience.

Josh is not impressed when his family moves to 
Tarrawagga – the most boring town in Australia. 
Determined to have a terrible time, he sabotages his 
try-out for the local cricket team, the one sport he has 
always loved and excelled at. But things change when 
Josh gets caught up in the mystery of the kid next door 
and realises that sometimes the best way to stop feeling 
sorry for yourself is helping those in need.

andy Flegg survival guide  
to Losing your dog, your dad  
and your dignity in 138 days 

stay Well soon

The Year My Life Broke

MarK pardoe

Casey dreams of winning the world’s greatest Three Day 
Event. It seems an impossible dream until she buys a 
half-wild horse for one dollar. Gaining her horse’s trust 
is just one challenge as she also needs to overcome 
her lack of resources and her snobbish rivals. A moving 
account of the bond between horse and rider. Be sure to 
check out Casey’s further adventures in Race the Wind.

The One dollar Horse
lauren st John

penny tangey

John Marsden

pB 16.99

pB 14.95

pB 15.99pB 12.99
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Can Percy and Annabeth survive the 
House of Hades? Will the Seven be 
able to seal the Doors and prevent 
the Giants from raising Gaea. This 
penultimate book in the series will  
no doubt leave fans waiting 
breathlessly for the last instalment.

Lucy Carlisle has talent–she can see and hear the ghosts 
that are appearing in growing numbers. When she 
joins a psychic investigations company run by two other 
teens, she finds that eradicating ghosts isn’t always 
as easy as it should be, and sometimes the living are 
more of a threat than the dead! Beautifully, deliciously 
thrilling and scary–with a wicked dose of humour. 
Wonderful!

Heroes of Olympus:  
The House of Hades

Lockwood & Co:  
The screaming staircase

riCK riordan pB 19.99

Searching for his kidnapped sister, 
Hylas takes a dangerous detour 
and is captured and sent as a slave 
to work in the copper mines of 
Thalakrea.  The second novel in 
the Bronze Age trilogy is another 
exciting adventure bound to keep 
readers on the edge of their seats 
right to the last word.

Burning shadows:  
gods and Warriors Book 2
MiChelle paVer pB 16.99

Jonathan stroud

“This beautiful, mysterious story compelled 
me to keep reading. it tells of two children 
unable to speak: the girl from the past 
solved her mystery but can the boy from the 
present solve his with the help of his sister? 
i loved the way the author shaped and 
described her characters. she did it with such 
absolute clarity that i felt i was getting to 
know new friends!”

Listening for Lucca suzanne lafleur
pB 16.99 pB 24.95
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Christina, AGE 12 1/2

When his quest for revenge interferes 
with his current mission, Will must 
decide where his priorities lie. Taking 
his rebellious, unwilling apprentice 
along for the ride, is this Will’s last 
mission for the Ranger Corps?

The ranger’s 
apprentice 12:  
The royal ranger
John flanagan pB 17.95

CrOssOVer FiCTiOn
neXT in series



In a future where all environmental problems have been 
solved, all goods can be fabricated and recycled, and 
people can teleport to anywhere at the drop of hat, two 
16 year-old girls uncover an insidious plot to prey on the 
body issues of teenagers. Action and danger fuel this tale 
of technology, identity, and the lengths to which one girl 
will go to save her best friend.

The Vanishing Moment is a beautiful and heart 
wrenching story about the different paths our lives 
could take, if only we could change that one little 
moment. It follows the story of two young women, 
whose paths cross in a small coastal town. With a touch 
of the mysterious, this is definitely a book that readers 
will not be able to put down.

After ‘The Snap’, a global event that causes everyone to 
be able to hear each other’s thoughts, sixteen-year-old 
Danby is one of few who can control these new and 
disturbing powers. But will this ability be enough to save 
those around her. An action packed, heart-pounding 
novel that will keep you on the edge of your seat.

Jump: Twinmaker #1

The Vanishing Moment The Last girl

sean williaMs

Margaret wild MiChael adaMs

“This is a really exciting book.  sam is a 
‘dreamer’ which means he can dream the 
future. He triggers the race for the last 
thirteen, thirteen kids that can control the 
future. He is kidnapped from school and 
discovers his parents aren’t really his parents. 
Sam is forced to fulfil an ancient prophecy and 
join the battle to save the world.”

The Last Thirteen #1: 13
JaMes phelan

pB 17.99

pB 18.99

pB 19.99

pB 7.50
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Angel dreams of being a famous fashion designer. She has the talent, but not the 
connections, so winning the ‘Teen Couture’ competition is her ticket to fame. When 
Angel is unexpectedly offered a trip to Paris, she thinks it’s her chance to meet her 
idol, but things are not quite what they seem. Will she discover that some things 
are more important than fame, like family and friends? Perfect beach read!

The Cinderella Moment 
Jennifer Kloester

pB 16.99

When Mia moves into the hospital room next to Zac, he is fascinated by her. 
Isolated and alone, Zac communicates through knocks on the wall, and then 
notes, and then phone calls. An extraordinary, moving, life-affirming story 
about the healing powers of friendship and hope, this winner of the Text Prize 
is an absolute must read for all teens. 

Zac & Mia
a.J. Betts

pB 19.99

Boy, the son of Frankenstein’s Monster, has spent his entire life hidden in a 
Broadway theatre. But when conflict erupts at home it seems best to venture 
outside. After all, he can pass for human – albeit someone who has survived a 
horrific accident! When trouble follows the only solution is a cross-country road 
trip with Jeckyll and Hyde’s granddaughters . . .

Man Made Boy
John sKoVron

pB 19.99
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YOung aduLT

“This is a book about Fin and his brother Max 
surviving against metres of nuclear snow. i 
enjoyed this book and live in the mountains 
where it is set so i could relate well to their 
surroundings. This story has an interesting 
concept and makes you wonder what you 
would do in these circumstances.”

The sky so Heavy
Claire zorn

pB 19.95

reMy, AGE 14



With the faction-based society 
broken down, Tris must find her 
path in life. But is the new world 
worse than the old? Readers 
of the Divergent series will not 
be disappointed with this final 
installment. 

The Gallagher Girls are back in this 
sixth and final instalment of the 
series! Cammie and the girls know 
why the Circle of Caven has been 
hunting her, but can they bring 
down the organisation before they 
implement the master plan? A 
thrilling and compelling end to the 
much-loved series that will have 
readers on the edge on their seats!

It is a couple of months since the 
end of Throne of Glass and Celaena is 
now the champion assassin for the 
king she loathes, her only chance 
of freedom. But treachery is afoot, 
magic is rising and her position 
is more dangerous than ever. 
Add to that her tumultuous love 
and friendships and this is a truly 
fantastic, thrilling fantasy series.

Follows the lives of three teenager both before and 
after a tragic accident and explores the ways that 
random events can change our lives forever. Each 
character is learning to come to grips with how to grow 
in a time of change.

Alyssa’s world is in turmoil, following the suicide of her 
boyfriend she moves to New York to live with her aunt, 
a Wiccan High Priestess. After a series of creepy events 
she must make the long trip home to discover the truth 
not only about herself and her family but also track 
down the enemy who has been pursuing her. A thrilling, 
paranormal romance for older readers.

allegiant united We spy Crown of Midnight 

The accident Banish

VeroniCa roth pB 17.99 ally Carter pB 16.99 sarah J. Maas pB 15.99

Kate hendriCK niCola Marsh
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pB 19.99 pB 16.99
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The Strange Case of Origami Yoda introduced us to Dwight, the class oddball, who disperses advice through a folded 
finger puppet. Several books on, he is forming a Rebel Alliance of students to deal with the FunTime Menace – a dig 
at the current over-emphasis on standardised testing in schools. This fantastic series manages to tackle all the usual 
issues kids face while losing none of its comic humour. It’s not often that a series can find the balance between popular 
fun and sophisticated ideas but the Origami Yoda books do it perfectly. These books are the perfect way to get even the 
most reluctant readers excited about picking up a book, and you don’t even have to be a Star Wars fan!

The surprise attack of Jabba the Puppet toM angleBerger

ALSO AVAILABLE: Art2-D2’s Guide to Folding and Doodling, 
The Secret of the Fortune Wookiee, Darth Paper Strikes Back 
& The Strange Case of Origami Yoda.  pB 11.95

pB 11.95

‘A long time ago in a galaxy far far 
away...’ a young boy named Roan 
dreams of attending Pilot Academy 
just like his father and older brother. 
After failing to make the grade he 
seems destined for plant school until 
Master Yoda sees the potential for 
a new Jedi. This is a marvellously 
funny diary by cartoonist Jeffrey 
Brown for kids (and grown-up kids) 
of all ages.

star Wars:  
Jedi academy

Jeffrey Brown pB 12.99

It’s time to celebrate one of the 
unsung heroes of the Star Wars 
universe. This pack contains a book 
outlining R2-D2’s many adventures. 
And for those good with their hands, 
there are hours of entertainment 
in the form of a cardboard model 
to build, complete with lights and 
authentic R2-D2 sounds.

star Wars:  
Build r2-d2 Papercraft kit

Claudio dias pB 24.99

Summertime is the perfect time for 
some ice-cold Star Wars themed 
treats. Try Frozen Yodaghurt Cake, 
Banankin Splits, Ewoki-Road 
Sundaes, or perhaps some Qui-Gon 
Gingerbread sandwiches. Also 
included are three ice block moulds, 
to enable you to make your very 
own ice sabers. May the force of the 
freezer be with you!

star Wars Cookbook: 
ice sabers

lara starr pB 24.99
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Ever wanted to perform magic?  Look no further; this 
book contains step-by-step instructions on how to 
perform 100 different card tricks, rope tricks, conjuring 
tricks and illusions.  Learn how to dazzle your friends and 
family with your repertoire from making rings disappear 
to reading their minds with your card telepathy.  

ultimate Magic  
Tricks & illusions pB  19.95

A fabulous reminder that Lego can be anything  
you want it to be. Ninjago, Star Wars and Chima are 
all well and good but here are 200 examples of other 
things you can make with your Lego bricks, from 
10-minute ‘quick builds’ to really complex feats of  
brick  engineering.

Lego Play Book:  
ideas to Bring Your  
Bricks to Life hB 39.95

Ever wanted to make your very own box of monkeys or 
a woolly koala? Well now you can with these simple, 
step-by-step instructions from the master of crafting, 
Jane Bull. The book includes templates and detailed 
photographs so you know if you are on track right 
through to the completion of you creature.

Crafty Creatures
Jane Bull

hB 24.99
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sTuFF TO dO

“This is so interactive. it’s a cross between 
a journal and fashion craft book. a themed 
notebook to record all your creative ideas, 
ones you’ve had and ones you like to try. 
Take it to sleepovers and have fun with 
your girlfriends designing fun styles to 
make and create. i can’t wait to try it!”

Fashionably Me! 
Klutz
19.99

Cassidy, AGE 11



This great kit provides you with all of the knowledge– 
and backdrops–you need to make your own animation. 
Containing a booklet explaining the history and origins 
of animation, and pop-outs for creating a zoetrope and 
ideas for flick books, as well as stages and props, there 
are hours and hours of creative fun to be had with this 
box of goodies.

Violet Mackerel loves making small things! Small things 
to wear, small things to use and small things to give! 
A companion to the Violet Mackerel series, this crafty 
little book helps you think outside the box and create 
beautiful little creations using things in your home.  
A great holiday craft book for gift ideas and decorations.

animation studio

How to Make small  
Things With Violet Mackerel

usBOrne

Celebrating 40 years  
of brilliant books for 

children

helen pierCy
anna BranfordhB 29.95 pB 19.95
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That’s not my  
Christmas sticker  

and Colouring Book                      

sticker dolly  
dressing: Ballerinas 

1001 Things to  
spot in Fairyland                                                              

drawing,  
doodling and 
Colouring Book

dinosaurs  
sticker Book                                                    

Big Book of  
Big Mazes 

16.95 24.99

14.99

12.99

24.99

12.99

sTuFF TO dO



What a great book! Everything you could possibly need to know about stars 
including how they were used for storytelling in Ancient Times and why the sun 
is so important. Making wonderful use of flaps, pop-ups, tabs to pull and zany 
colourful illustrations, this book will have children excited to learn more about this 
fascinating subject.

The story of stars
neal layton

hB 26.99

Animals everywhere is right! From the mountains to the sea, this book is chock full 
of different creatures and their unique homes. This is a delightful book to teach 
little ones about the importance of the environment; it even includes simple ways 
that children can help preserve nature. It’s never too early to care!

animals everywhere
Jonathan woodward

hB 19.95

This cheerful non-fiction book has the friendly feel of a picture book, and is narrated 
by some chickens who have just discovered that these ‘terrible lizards’ are their 
ancestors. Dinosaurs?! features fourteen dinosaurs and includes facts about how we 
know what we know about them. A humorous, colourful way for children to learn 
about these ancient giants and their role in the evolutionary chain.

dinosaurs?!
lila prap

pB 10.99
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inFOrMaTiOn

A wonderfully informative book about Captain Cook and his journey on the 
Endeavour, Meet Captain Cook takes the reader on a journey over rough and 
foreign seas to Terra Australis. One in a stimulating series with factual accounts of 
the travels and adventures of explorers and Australian historical figures, featuring 
stunning illustrations. Great for school projects!

Meet Captain Cook 
rae Murdie
hB 19.95



Did you know that there’s a Robot 
Restaurant in China where 20 robots 
cook and serve the food? Have you 
heard the rumours about UFOs 
visiting a top secret military base 
somewhere in Australia? This book is 
chock full of fantastic facts, awesome 
real world wonders and will keep 
readers amazed for hours and hours.

This fantastic book will have you 
ready to become a globetrotting, 
time-travelling dinosaur hunter in 
no time. You will learn about how 
and where to search for dinosaur 
remains in every corner of the world. 
Pages and pages of interesting facts 
and plenty of dinosaur humour. So 
pull on your hiking boots, strap on 
your backpack and watch out for 
predators!

Do you know where ants are eaten  
as a snack or where you can sleep 
in an ice bath? If your answered 
no to these questions then we 
have the books for you.The Not 
for Parents guides give you the 
inside scoop on these fascinating 
continents, especially the stuff 
your parents don’t want you know!

“i thought ‘australia’s greatest People and 
their achievements’ was an amazing book. it 
is about lots of australians that have played 
a part in changing australia. it had all kinds 
of different topics i could read about and 
i enjoyed the pioneering section, especially 
Captain James Cook. i found out that he was 
killed in a dispute with the natives of Hawaii.”

The real Wonders  
of the World

How to be a  
dinosaur Hunter

not for Parents:  
south america, asia, 
europe, africa.

australia’s greatest  
People and their  
achievements

lonely plant hB 29.99

lonely planet hB 24.99

lonely planet pB 19.99

linsay Knight
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pB 24.95

Beginning with the geographic formation of 
Australia, The Big Book of Australian History provides 
a comprehensive overview of events leading up to 
the present. Some of the themed chapters include 
“The Sporting Life”, “Controversial Issues”, “Dealing 
with Disasters” and “On the World Stage”. The lively 
illustrations include posters, photographs and other 
primary sources.

The Big Book of 
australian History

peter MaCinnis
hB 39.99

Jonathan, AGE 10



New shoes, pancakes and fruit salad 
for breakfast, and a fancy hairdo 
under your school hat. This is a story 
about getting ready for the first day 
of school and the preparation, nerves 
and excitement that any little person 
and their mum might have. A fun 
book to read aloud.

Do you like reading out the jokes you 
find in the crackers on the Christmas 
table? How would you like a whole 
book of very funny Christmas jokes?  
If you have answered ‘yes’, My 
Christmas Crackers is for you.  
A guaranteed great laugh for all the 
family. To give you a little taste here 
is my favourite: What goes Oh! Oh! 
Oh!? Santa walking backwards.

The first day of school is a 
challenging time for kids and grown-
ups alike. After all there are ‘a million 
trillion fifty-eight’ new rules to learn 
and who would have thought that 
just going to the toilet would require 
such patience? Luckily Mrs Mellor 
knows how to help the children 
adjust to a new routine and make 
new friends.

A delightful book chronicling the 
first day of school for Aussie kids 
Tim, Hannah, Sunita, Joe and Polly. 
Each child experiences it in their 
own way but all ultimately enjoy 
meeting their new classmates and 
sympathetic new teacher, Miss 
Quick. With charming and familiar 
Jane Godwin illustrations, this book 
will put any anxious child (and 
parent) at ease about the ‘big day’.

First day My First day at school

My Christmas 
Crackers

starting school

There are no partridges or pear 
trees in this Christmas rhyme. 
This colourful book with graphic 
style illustrations introduces you 
to the lesser-known inhabitants of 
Australia’s Christmas Island such as 
the Golden Bosunbird and Common 
Noddy. No doubt, if you find yourself 
in the vicinity, this book will help you 
with a spot of bird watching. 

Twelve days of 
Christmas island
teresa lagrange hB 19.99Bronwen daVies hB 9.99

A Christmas book that replaces 
snow and fireplaces with swimming 
in the creek and playing backyard 
cricket on an Australian country 
farm. With heat, dust, dogs, utes 
and barbeques, the whole thing 
can be sung to the tune of Jingle 
Bells–Hooray!

Christmas at 
grandad’s Farm

hB 16.95
Claire saxBy  
& Janine dawson 
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hB 24.99hB 25.99hB 24.99
Jane godwin  
& anna walKer

Meredith Costain & 
MiChelle MaCKintosh

andrew daddo & 
Jonathan Bentley

XMas 

sTarTing sCHOOL



BOLinda 
audiOBOOks

sounds like  
the perfect gift

Warp #1: The 
reluctant assassin

eoin Colfer 
CD 29.95   MP3 24.95

seven Little 
australians

ethel turner 
CD 24.95   MP3 19.95

The Hairy  
Maclary Collection

lynley dodd 
CD 29.95   MP3 24.95

alice’s adventures  
in Wonderland

lewis Carroll 
CD 29.95   MP3 24.95

ranger’s apprentice #12: 
The royal ranger

John flanagan 
CD 29.95 MP3 24.95

The Complete  
adventures of Blinky Bill

dorothy wall 
CD 39.95    MP3 34.95

The books in this guide have been chosen and reviewed by members of the ABA, booksellers who use their 
expertise to encourage and support reading for all ages. 

DISCLAIMER: Price and information are correct at the time of print. Some bookstores may not be able to hold 
stock of every book in this guide. Speak to your bookseller about special orders. Cover and illustrations and 
various internal illustrations and inspiration have been taken from Rules of Summer by Shaun Tan (Hachette) 
and is reproduced with permission. 


